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A B S T R A C T   

Background and purpose: Although two white matter hyperintensity (WMH) probability maps of healthy older 
adults already exist, they have several limitations in representing the distribution of WMH in healthy older 
adults, especially Asian older adults. We constructed and validated a WMH probability map (WPM) of healthy 
older Koreans and examined the age-associated differences of WMH. 
Methods: We constructed WPM using development dataset that consisted of high-resolution 3D fluid-attenuated 
inversion recovery images of 5 age groups (60–64 years, 65–69 years, 70–74 years, 75–79 years, and 80+ years). 
Each age group included 30 age-matched men and women each. We tested the validity of the WPM by comparing 
WMH ages estimated by the WPM and the chronological ages of 30 healthy controls, 30 hypertension patients, 
and 30 S patients. 
Results: Older age groups showed a higher volume of WMH in both hemispheres (p < 0.001). About 90% of the 
WMH were periventricular in all age groups. With advancing age, the peak of the distance histogram from the 
ventricular wall of the periventricular WMH shifted away from the ventricular wall, while that of deep WMH 
shifted toward the ventricular wall. The estimated WMH ages were comparable to the chronological ages in the 
healthy controls, while being higher than the chronological ages in hypertension and stroke patients. 
Conclusions: This WPM may serve as a standard atlas in research on WMH of older adults, especially Asians.   

1. Introduction 

A probability map provides probabilistic information about the 
voxel-wise distribution of certain neuroanatomical or pathological 
structures of interest (Park et al., 2004). They have been used in various 
contexts to obtain information about the neuroanatomic complexity and 
interindividual variability within a specific population in a common 
stereotaxic system (Mazziotta et al., 2001, 1995). In particular, 
population-level lesion probability maps, in which the value at each 

voxel reflects the probability of finding a lesion in a specific population, 
can provide essential information about pathology-specific spatial var-
iations, can be used to study differences between normal and patho-
logical groups (Biesbroek et al., 2013; Duering et al., 2014) or detect 
lesions associated with neurodegenerative disorders (Toga et al., 2001). 

White matter hyperintensities (WMH) are brain lesions that appear 
hyperintense on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) magnetic 
resonance images (MRI). WMHs can be found in periventricular white 
matter (PVWMH, periventricular WMH) or within deep white matter 
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(DWMH), with the former being attributable to hemodynamic insuffi-
ciency (hypoperfusion) and/or cerebrospinal fluid leakage, and the 
latter being attributable to small vessel disease (SVD) (Fazekas et al., 
1987, 1993; Kim et al., 2008). WMH are associated with various geri-
atric disorders (Kim et al., 2008; Mortamais et al., 2013) including major 
neurodegenerative diseases (Capizzano et al., 2004; Gordon et al., 
2015), but they are also commonly found in healthy older adults without 
such disorders (de Leeuw et al., 2001; Zhuang et al., 2018). Therefore, it 
is not easy to distinguish between WMH that are associated with geri-
atric disorders and those that are associated with normal aging. This 
makes it difficult to interpret findings from studies that report associa-
tions between WMH and specific disorders, as it is uncertain whether the 
observed WMH are entirely related to the specific disorder or are a part 
of normal aging. In this sense, a WMH probability map (WPM) of a 
standard healthy normal elderly population can be a useful tool in dis-
tinguishing them without erroneous conclusion (Enzinger et al., 2006; 
Wen and Sachdev, 2004). 

Among previously developed WPMs, all (Gordon et al., 2015; de 
Leeuw et al., 2001; Zhuang et al., 2018; Enzinger et al., 2006; Wen and 
Sachdev, 2004; Lee et al., 2016) but two (Mortamais et al., 2013; Cap-
izzano et al., 2004) were specific to certain disease populations only. 
The two WPMs that were constructed from normal control populations 
had several limitations in terms of sample size, age, and normality of 
study samples. Furthermore, they were constructed from Caucasians 
only, signifying that they would not be applicable for use in Asian 
populations because the two ethnic populations are known to differ in 
brain shape (Lee et al., 2016) and risk of cerebrovascular diseases 
(Feldmann et al., 1990) and as so, a healthy normal elderly Asian 
population-based WPM is needed. 

In this study, we constructed and validated age-stratified WPMs of 
healthy older Koreans and examined age-associated differences in the 
distribution of WMH. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

In the development dataset for constructing WPM, we recruited 300 
community-dwelling healthy Koreans aged 60 years or older from the 
participants of two ongoing population-based prospective cohort 
studies; 228 from the Korean Longitudinal Study on Cognitive Aging and 
Dementia (KLOSCAD) (Han et al., 2018) and 72 from the Gwangju 
Alzheimer’s & Related Dementias (GARD) Study (Choi et al., 2019). 
They consisted of five age groups (60–64 years, 65–69 years, 70–74 
years, 75–79 years, and 80 years or above), and each age group included 
30 men and 30 age-matched women (Table 1). We diagnosed the 

participants as ‘healthy’ when they met the following criteria: 1) The 
participant was functioning independently in the community without 
impaired activities of daily living; 2) had a Mini Mental Status Exami-
nation (MMSE) score of above − 1.0 standard deviations of age-, gender-, 
and education adjusted norm of elderly Koreans; 3) had a Clinical De-
mentia Rating of 0; and 4) did not have any of the conditions, such as 
major psychiatric disorders including depressive disorders and sub-
stance use disorders, cognitive disorders including dementia and mild 
cognitive impairment, major neurologic disorders including movement 
disorders and strokes, cardiovascular and metabolic diseases including 
hypertension and diabetes mellitus, and other severe medical conditions 
that may influence mood and cognition. 

In the validation dataset for validating the WPM, we recruited 30 
healthy controls (HC), 30 cognitively normal participants with under- 
controlled hypertension but no stroke (HPT), and 30 cognitively 
normal participants who has stroke with or without hypertension (STR) 
from the participants of KLOSCAD. Each diagnostic group consisted of 
15 men and 15 women. 

All participants provided a written informed consent to participate in 
this study. The KLOSCAD and GARD were approved by the Institutional 
Review Board of the Seoul National University Bundang Hospital and 
the Chosun University Hospital, respectively. 

2.2. Assessments 

Geriatric psychiatrists or neurologists with expertise in dementia 
research performed face-to-face, standardized diagnostic interviews; 
physical and neurological examinations; laboratory tests including 
complete blood counts, chemistry profiles, serological tests for syphilis, 
echocardiography, and chest X-ray. Geriatric psychiatrists graded the 
severity of PVWMH and DWMH according to the Fazekas’ scale (FS) 
(Fazekas et al., 1987). Research neuropsychologists or trained research 
nurses administered the CERAD-K neuropsychological assessment bat-
tery (CERAD-K-N), which consists of nine neuropsychological tests: 
Verbal Fluency Test, 15-item Boston Naming Test, MMSE, Word List 
Memory Test, Constructional Praxis Test, Word List Recall Test, Word 
List Recognition Test, Constructional Recall Test, and Trail Making Test 
A/B (Lee et al., 2004, 2002). We diagnosed dementia and other axis I 
mental disorders according to the diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, for dementia 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000); and MCI according to the 
consensus criteria proposed by the International Working Group on MCI 
(Winblad et al., 2004). We defined under-controlled hypertension as 
having a history of hypertension but no stroke, taking antihypertensive 
medications but having current systolic blood pressure of ≥140 mmHg 
or higher or current diastolic blood pressure of ≥90 mmHg. We defined 

Table 1 
Characteristics of the participants included in the development dataset for constructing the white matter hyperintensity probability map.   

Age (yr)a Sexb 

60–641 65–692 70–743 75–794 80+5 pc Posthocc Men Women pd 

Age, yrs 62.0 ± 1.3 67.7 ± 1.2 72.1 ± 1.5 76.6 ± 1.3 83.0 ± 3.1 <0.001 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 72.5 ± 7.8 72.1 ± 7.1 0.677 
Education, yrs 12.3 ± 4.7 12.4 ± 3.8 13.8 ± 3.8 12.0 ± 4.2 10.1 ± 5.0 <0.001 5 < 3 12.8 ± 4.3 11.4 ± 4.6 0.009 
MMSE 27.6 ± 2.2 27.9 ± 1.5 27.6 ± 1.7 27.2 ± 1.9 26.7 ± 2.1 0.004 5 < 2 27.5 ± 1.8 27.3 ± 2.1 0.494 
FS 

PVWM H 0.6 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.8 <0.001 1 < 3, 4, 5; 2 < 4, 5; 3 < 5 1.1 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.8 0.575 
DWMH 0.5 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 0.9 <0.001 1, 2 < 4, 5; 3 < 5 0.9 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.8 0.348 
VWMH, cc 2.5 ± 2.7 4.3 ± 3.2 8.8 ± 11.4 9.8 ± 8.7 16.5 ± 17.1 <0.001 1 < 3, 4, 5; 2 < 4, 5; 3, 4 < 5 6.7 ± 8.7 10.1 ± 13.0 0.009 
PWMH, % 0.6 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.8 2.1 ± 2.7 2.4 ± 2.1 4.0 ± 4.1 <0.001 1 < 3, 4, 5; 2 < 4, 5; 3, 4 < 5 1.6 ± 2.1 2.4 ± 3.1 0.009 

All values are presented as mean ± standard deviations. 
MMSE, Mini Mental Status Exam; FS, Fazekas’ scale; PVWMH, periventricular white matter hyperintensity; DWMH, deep white matter hyperintensity; VWMH, total 
volume of white matter hyperintensity; PWMH, proportion of total white matter hyperintensity in total brain white matter. 

a Each age group includes 30 men and 30 age-matched women. 
b Each sex group includes 30 from each age group. 
c One-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni posthoc comparisons. 
d Student t-test. 
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stroke as having a history of stroke regardless of residual symptoms. 

2.3. Acquisition of brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

We obtained high-resolution 3D T1 and FLAIR images for developing 
the WPM. In the KLOSCAD, all images were obtained from a 3.0 
Tesla Achieva Scanner (Philips Medical Systems; Eindhoven, NL) using 
the following protocol, T1: acquired voxel size = 1.0 mm × 0.5 mm ×
0.5 mm, echo time = 4.6 ms, repetition time = 8.1 ms, acquisition axial 
plane matrix size = 240 mm × 240 mm, number of excitation = 1, flip 
angle = 8◦, inversion time = not applied and FLAIR: acquired voxel size 
= 0.47 mm × 0.47 mm × 3.0 mm, slice thickness = 3 mm, spacing 
between slices = 3 mm, echo time = 125 ms, repetition time = 9900 ms, 
acquisition axial plane matrix size = 256 mm × 256 mm, number of 
excitations = 1, flip angle = 90◦, and inversion time = 2800 ms. In the 
GARD, all images were obtained from the 3.0 Tesla Skyra Scanner 
(SIEMENS Healthineers; Erlangen, DE) using the following protocol, T1: 
acquired voxel size = 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm, echo time = 2.14 
ms, repetition time = 2.3 ms, acquisition sagittal plane matrix size =
320 mm × 320 mm, number of excitations = 1, flip angle = 9◦, inversion 
time = 900 ms and FLAIR: acquired voxel size = 0.63 mm × 0.63 mm ×
7.5 mm, slice thickness = 5 mm, spacing between slices = 7.5 mm, echo 
time = 96 ms, repetition time = 8000 ms, acquisition axial plane matrix 
size = 218 mm × 384 mm, number of excitations = 1, flip angle = 150◦, 
and inversion time = 2500 ms. 

2.4. Construction of WPM 

We conducted all image preprocessing and registration using the 
Statistical Parametric Mapping software (version 8, SPM8; Wellcome 
Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London). First, we spatially normalized 
each individual’s T1 image to a previously developed standard template 
for Korean normal elderly (KNE200 template) (Lee et al., 2016). The 
normalization process involves estimating an optimum 12-parameter 
affine transformation that matches the head orientation of the individ-
ual image to the template, followed by estimating a nonlinear defor-
mation which further minimizes the residual squared difference 
between the individual image and the template (Ashburner et al., 2012). 
Through normalization to a common stereotaxic space (voxel size 1 × 1 
× 1 mm, slice thickness 1 mm), we aimed to correct for inter-individual 
differences in brain size and shape. Meanwhile, we applied bias 
correction on the FLAIR images to correct for non-uniformities caused 
by the bias field due to different tissue properties and physics of MR 
scanning, using the ‘Segment’ tool from SPM8. The bias correction 
method in SPM8 uses a Bayesian model to accurately estimate a smooth 
function that is multiplied with the image using prior knowledge about 
field distributions likely to be encountered (Ashburner and Friston, 
2005). Next, we coregistered the bias corrected FLAIR images to native 
T1 images. We then applied the transformation parameters produced 
from the normalization step of T1 images to the bias corrected, T1- 
coregistered FLAIR images to produce spatially KNE-normalized FLAIR 
images. 

We segmented WMH from the spatially KNE-normalized FLAIR im-
ages by using a fully automated in-house code run on MATLAB 2014a 
(MATLAB and statistics Toolbox Release 2014a, MathWorks, Inc., 
Natick, MA) which has been previously shown to work on different 
protocols from different scanners without any parameter adjustment 
(Yoo et al., 2014). The resulting WMH images consist of values of 1 or 0, 
reflecting the presence or absence, respectively, of WMH in each voxel. 
We then overlapped the segmented WMH images to cumulatively add 
the voxel values and divided by the total number of WMH images, 
creating a map that represent the probability of finding a WMH in each 
voxel. To reduce noise associated with individual anatomical details or 
other imaging artifacts, we applied smoothing with a Gaussian filter 
with a FWHM of 1 (Warntjes et al., 2013) and excluded WPM voxels with 
a value of 0.10 or less (Yoshita et al., 2005). The final WPM, constructed 

for each age group, are shown in Fig. 1. 

2.5. Validation of WPM 

To validate the WPM, we first validated the constructed WPMs with 
WMH of the HC group. We calculated the WMH age of each participant 
using the WPM. We calculated the deviance of WMH of each participant 
from the five age-specific WPMs. First, we prepared individual’s WMH 
image and five WPMs for every participant. We overlaid WMH and each 
of the five WPMs, one at a time. Then we subtracted WMH’s voxel value 
(0 and 1, reflecting absence and presence, respectively) from WPM’s 
voxel values (0–1). We took the absolute values of the subtracted values 
from each voxel and summed all the values. We then divided the sum by 
the total number of voxels in the image to calculate the average de-
viances (Heinrich et al., 2012). We assigned the WPM age group with the 
lowest average deviance as their WMH-estimated age group. 

Though WMH occurs in normal aging, it is known to be associated 
with various diseases such as hypertension and stroke (Bokura et al., 
2006; Dufouil et al., 2001). Since these two diseases are known risk 
groups of WMH, we demonstrated the validity and applicability of our 
WPMs by verifying the hypothesis that these groups will have higher 
WMH age than a healthy group. We calculated WPM-estimated WMH- 
ages of HPT and STR groups with the same procedures we applied on HC 
group. We compared the WPM-estimated WMH-ages with the chrono-
logical ages of the participants in each diagnostic group (HC, HPT and 
STR) using chi-square goodness of fit tests. We then coded both the five 
chronological age groups and WMH age groups (60–64, 65–69, 70–74, 
75–79, 80+) as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. We subtracted the individual’s WMH 
age code from their chronological age code to get a continuous value. 
We input this continuous value into a ROC analysis and calculated the 
area under the curve. We performed this analysis separately for HC vs 
HPT, HC vs STR, and HC vs HPT and STR. 

We also investigated average WMH probability at each distance 
away from the ventricle. We first calculated the total number of white 
matter voxels at each distance from the ventricle (in intervals of 1 mm). 
We then summed all the WPM voxel values at each distance from the 
ventricle. We then divided the sum of the WPM voxel values by the total 
number of white matter voxels at each distance from the ventricle. The 
distance-wise WMH probability histograms were constructed for whole 
WMH, PVWMH, and DWMH separately and are shown in Fig. 2. We 
determined which WMH voxels correspond to PVWMH and DWMH 
according to the ‘continuity to ventricle’ rule (Fazekas et al., 1987). 

2.6. Statistical analyses 

For all statistical analyses, we used SPSS for Windows version 20.0 
(IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA), and considered a two-sided p-value less 
than 0.05 as statistically significant. We compared continuous variables 
using independent samples t-test or analysis of variance (ANOVA), and 
categorical variables using chi-squared test. 

For each of the total WMH, PVWMH, and DWMH, we calculated the 
total volume, hemispheric volume, and regional volumes and pro-
portions. We obtained hemispheric volumes by dividing the WMH labels 
into those corresponding to the left and right hemispheres by refer-
encing the longitudinal fissure, and anterior and posterior regions as 
specified in a white matter atlas proposed by Murray et al. (2010). 

For all analyses, we used SPSS for Windows version 20.0 (IBM Co., 
Armonk, NY, USA), and considered a two-sided p-value less than 0.05 as 
statistically significant. 

3. Results 

In the development dataset, the participants were 72.3 ± 7.5 years 
old and 12.1 ± 4.5 years educated on average. Compared to the male 
participants, female participants showed a higher volume and propor-
tion of WMH (p = 0.009), but comparable FS scores, age, and MMSE 
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scores. The older the group of participants, the higher the FS score and 
volume and proportion of the WMH (p < 0.001). The volume of WMH in 
the 80+ group was more than six folds higher than that in the 60–64 age 
group (Table 1). These age-associated differences in the volume and 
proportion of the WMH were observed in both hemispheres (p < 0.001) 
and regions (p < 0.001, Supplementary Table S1). The ratios of the 
hemispheric WMH volumes and proportions between right and left 
hemispheres and those of regional WMH volumes and proportions be-
tween anterior and posterior regions were comparable in all the age 
groups (Supplementary Table S1). 

Fig. 1 demonstrated the constructed WPM in three representative 
brain slices, including the centrum semiovale, corona radiata, and 
striatocapsular region. The volume and proportion of the PVWMH were 
far larger than those of the DWMH in all age groups in both hemispheres 
and regions (p < 0.001), indicating that the age-associated increase of 
total WMH may be mainly attributable to that of PVWMH. In the dis-
tance histogram from the ventricular wall of WMH (Fig. 2), nearly 90% 
of WMH were located within 30 mm from the ventricle in all the age 
groups. However, the peak of the distance histogram shifted to the right 
with advancing age from 2 mm in the 60–64 age group to 10 mm in the 
80+ age group. When we analyzed the distance histograms of PVWMH 
and DWMH separately, the peak of PVWMH shifted away from the 
ventricular wall while that of DWMH shifted towards the ventricular 
wall with advancing age. 

In the validation dataset, age, sex, and MMSE scores were compa-
rable between the three diagnostic groups. Though WMH volume 
trendily increased in order of HC, HPT and STR groups, the difference in 
WMH volume between the STR and, HC and HPT groups was statistically 
significant in posthoc comparisons (Table 2). As summarized in Table 3, 
the estimated WMH ages were comparable to the chronological ages in 
the HC group (X2 = 0.768, p = 0.857), while higher than the chrono-
logical ages in both the HPT and STR groups (X2 = 88.949, p < 0.001 for 
the HPT group; X2 = 246.178, p < 0.001 for the STR group). The WPM 
discriminated HPT and STR, from HC group (AUC = 0.722, p = 0.001), 

and HPT (AUC = 0.727, p = 0.003) and STR (AUC = 0.717, p = 0.004) 
groups from HC group, separately. Compared to the WPM, the HPT and 
STR groups showed a higher volume of total WMH, PVWMH and DWMH 
in all regions (p < 0.001) and higher proportion of total WMH and 
PVWMH (p < 0.001) except right hemisphere and posterior region of 
PVWMH. Though proportion of DWMH in whole brain region was 
significantly different between WPM, and HPT and STR (p < 0.001), 
proportion in other regions were comparable between groups (Supple-
mentary Table S2). 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we constructed a WPM using 3.0 T FLAIR MR Images of 
community-dwelling healthy elderly Koreans and showed its validity by 
comparing the chronological ages with the WMH ages estimated by the 
WPM in an independent validation dataset. 

As far as we know, our WPM is the first that comes from an Asian 
population and covers the entire age range of older adults from 60 years 
and above. Furthermore, we strictly balanced gender and age ratios of 
the sample and rigorously excluded the conditions that could have 
influenced the risk and distribution of the WMH from the sample. 
Although several studies reported WPMs (Enzinger et al., 2006; Wen and 
Sachdev, 2004; Charil et al., 2003; Damulina et al., 2019; DeCarli et al., 
2005; Lee et al., 1999; Narayanan et al., 1997; Ryu et al., 2014), most of 
them were disease-specific WPMs, such as the cerebrovascular disease 
WPMs (Charil et al., 2003; Lee et al., 1999; Ryu et al., 2014) or Alz-
heimer’s disease WPMs (Damulina et al., 2019; DeCarli et al., 2005). 
There were two WPMs of healthy older adults; one from the Austrian 
Stroke Prevention Study (ASPS) using proton density weighted images 
(Enzinger et al., 2006) and the other from the Path Through Life (PTL) 
project using FLAIR images (Wen and Sachdev, 2004). The ASPS WPM 
was constructed from 189 community-dwelling volunteers (95 men and 
94 women) aged 50–75 years (mean = 60.8, standard deviation = 6.2) 
without neuropsychiatric disorders. The PTL WPM was constructed from 

Fig. 1. White matter hyperintensity probability map of the levels of centrum semiovale, corona radiata, and striatocapsular region.  
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Fig. 2. Distance histogram from the ventricular wall of white matter hyperintensity. (A) Total white matter hyperintensity, (B) periventricular white matter 
hyperintensity, and (C) deep white matter hyperintensity. 
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477 randomly selected healthy residents (251 men and 226 women) 
aged 60–64 (mean = 62.6, standard deviation = 1.5). However, these 
WPMs had some limitations to represent the probability of WMH in 
healthy older adults; the ASPS WPM was constructed from a small 
number of subjects and the PTL WPM was constructed from subjects in 
their early 60 s only, and did not exclude the subjects with a history of 
stroke, head injury, epilepsy, and heart disease. Furthermore, both 
WPMs may not be directly applicable to Asians because they were 
constructed from Caucasians only, since the brain shape (Lee et al., 
2016) and the risk of cerebrovascular diseases and WMH are different 
between Caucasians and Asians (Feldmann et al., 1990). Volume of the 
WMH in the current sample was smaller than that reported in the pre-
vious studies on healthy older Caucasians (Kaskikallio et al., 2020; Raz 
et al., 2012). 

In our WPM, the probability of WMH increased continuously with 
advancing age. The prevalence and severity of WMH have been 
consistently reported to increase with age regardless of ethnicities (Liao 
et al., 1997; Zhuang et al., 2018). Across the human lifespan, cerebral 
metabolic rates for oxygen and glucose decreased by approximately 6% 
per decade (Petit-Taboue et al., 1998) and cerebral blood flow decreased 
by 4.8 mL/min per year (Buijs et al., 1998). The reduction in cerebral 
metabolic rates was coupled to the concurrent hemodynamic insuffi-
ciency (Akiyama et al., 1997; Leenders et al., 1990). In addition, atrial 
fibrillation (de Leeuw et al., 2000) and carotid atherosclerosis (Yin et al., 
2012) became more prevalent with advancing age. All these age- 
associated changes may contribute to the development and progres-
sion of cerebral WMH with advancing age in late life. Considering the 
regional WM volumes, our WPM shows that WPM progresses more in the 
anterior region with advancing age than in the posterior region. We 
assigned the frontal lobe as the anterior region and the parietal, occip-
ital, and temporal lobes as the posterior region, according to the WM 
atlas proposed by Murray et al. (2010). de Bresser et al. examined the 
lobar distribution of WMH in 60 older adults with diabetes and their 54 
matched controls, and found that the majority of WMH were present in 
the frontal region, followed by the parietal, temporal, and occipital re-
gions in both groups (de Bresser et al., 2018). The reason why WMH are 
more common in frontal regions compared to other regions may be due 
to the chronic ischemia resulting from the sclerosis of penetrating ar-
teries that are longest in the WM regions around the frontal horns and 
head of the caudate nuclei (Ishii et al., 1986). 

As shown in the distance histogram (Fig. 2), the first peaks of WMH 
appeared within 3 mm from the ventricular wall, followed by the second 
peaks between 5 and 12 mm from the ventricular wall, and the first and 
second peaks were clearly separated by dipping points at 4 mm from the 
ventricular wall in all the age groups. These results support our previous 
proposal to classify WMH using the ‘distance from ventricle’ rule instead 
of the ‘continuity to ventricle’ rule. We proposed to classify WMH into 4 
groups using the distance from the ventricle surface: juxtaventricular 
WMH (JVWMH); non-ischemic WMH within 3 mm from the ventricle, 
directly contiguous to the ventricular surface, and mainly attributable to 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage; PVWMH, ischemic WMH located in the 
range from 3 mm to 13 mm from the ventricular surface where the 
periventricular watershed area is located and attributable to hypo-
perfusion; DWMH, ischemic WMH located between PVWMH and jux-
tacortical WMH (JCWMH) and mainly due to SVD; JCWMH, ischemic 
WMH located within 4 mm from the corticomedullary junction, which 
may have a different vascular etiology from DWMH because it has a dual 
blood supply in this region (Kim et al., 2008). In semi-quantitative visual 
classification of WMH, WMH are usually classified into PVWMH and 
DWMH using the ‘continuity to ventricle’ rule. However, this classifi-
cation may not properly reflect the etiological and pathological differ-
ences of WMH by their locations (Fazekas et al., 1993; Kim et al., 2008; 
Wen and Sachdev, 2004). First of all, the continuity to ventricle does not 
have anatomical ground for assuming etiological differences of WMH. In 
addition, PVWMH and DWMH are more likely to merge as their volumes 
increase in a given volume of brain. In our distance histograms of WMH, 
as the WMH volume increased with advancing age, the peaks of the 
distance histogram of WMH and PVWMH shifted away from the ven-
tricular wall, while the peak of the distance histogram of DWMH shifted 
to the ventricular wall (Fig. 2). 

In the validation dataset, the WMH age estimated using our WPM 
was comparable to the chronological age in the HC group, indicating 
that our WPM validly represent the distribution of WMH in healthy older 
adults. In contrast, the WMH age estimated using our WPM was older 
than the chronological age in the HPT and STR groups, which further 
supported the validity of our WPM. Hypertension is known to increase 
WMH (Dufouil et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2020; Liao et al., 1997) by 
inducing both hemodynamic insufficiency due to increasing vascular 
resistance and disturbed hemodynamic flow (Choi et al., 2015; 
O’Rourke and Hashimoto, 2007). SVD also increases WMH (Bokura 

Table 2 
Characteristics of the participants included in the dataset for validating the whit 
matter hyperintensity probability map.   

HC1 HPT2 STR3 pa Posthoc 

Age, yrs 69.1 ± 5.7 69.1 ± 5.8 69.5 ± 6.4 0.948 – 
Education, yrs 10.0 ± 4.0 12.8 ± 3.3 11.8 ± 4.1 0.021 1 < 2 
MMSE 28.0 ± 1.7 27.7 ± 1.4 27.7 ± 1.6 0.626 – 
FS 

PVWMH 0.6 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.5 <0.001 1 < 3 
DWMH 0.4 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.5 1.3 ± 0.5 <0.001 1 < 3 

VWMH, cc 8.7 ± 4.6 15.9 ± 9.8 24.8 ± 17.5 <0.001 1, 2 < 3 
PWMH, % 2.1 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 2.4 6.0 ± 4.2 <0.001 1, 2 < 3 

All values are presented as mean ± standard deviations. 
HC, cognitively normal participants without hypertension and stroke; HPT, 
cognitively normal participants with hypertension but no stroke; STR, cogni-
tively normal participants with stroke; MMSE, Mini Mental Status Exam; FS, 
Fazekas’ scale; PVWMH, periventricular white matter hyperintensity; DWMH, 
deep white matter hyperintensity; VWMH, total volume of white matter hyper-
intensity; PWMH, proportion of total white matter hyperintensity in total brain 
white matter. 

a One-way analysis of variance for continuous variables and chi-square test for 
categorical variables with Bonferroni posthoc comparisons. 

Table 3 
Comparisons between the chronological ages and the estimated white matter 
hyperintensity ages by the white matter hyperintensity probability map in the 
validation dataset.  

A  Estimated white matter hyperintensity age   

60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79 80+
Chronological age 60–64 7 1 0 0 0 

65–69 3 5 0 0 0 
70–74 0 1 6 0 0 
75–79 0 0 1 6 0 
80+ 0 0 0 0 0 

B  Estimated white matter hyperintensity age   

60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79 80+
Chronological age 60–64 3 3 2 0 0 

65–69 1 2 4 1 0 
70–74 0 0 3 4 0 
75–79 0 0 1 3 3 
80+ 0 0 0 0 0 

C  Estimated white matter hyperintensity age   

60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79 80+
Chronological age 60–64 4 1 3 1 0 

65–69 0 1 3 1 0 
70–74 0 0 3 4 0 
75–79 0 0 0 4 5 
80+ 0 0 0 0 0 

A, cognitively normal participants without hypertension and stroke; B, cogni-
tively normal participants with hypertension but no stroke; C, cognitively 
normal participants with stroke. 
Values are the numbers of participants. 
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et al., 2006; Vermeer et al., 2003) by causing endothelial dysfunction of 
cerebral vessels (Cuadrado-Godia et al., 2018). 

This study has a couple of limitations. First, the differences between 
age groups may not necessarily indicate the age-associated changes 
because this study employed a cross-sectional design. Second, our WMP 
may not be directly applicable to the population of different ethnicities 
like Caucasians and/or living in different geographic regions because 
brain shape is different between ethnic groups (Lee et al., 2016) and the 
risk of WMH is also different between ethnic groups and/or geographic 
regions with different lifestyles and environments (Divers et al., 2013; 
Gow et al., 2012). Third, although we tried to compensate for differ-
ences in resolution of the images by normalizing them to a common 
template, pooling MR images from two different scanners and protocols 
might influence the accuracy for the measurement (Schnack et al., 
2004). Particularly, the difference in slice thickness might cause the 
different capacity of detecting small lesion (Bradley and Glenn, 1987). 

5. Summary/conclusions 

We successfully constructed and validated a WPM from a large, well- 
balanced sample of healthy elderly Koreans. The constructed WPMs can 
strongly provide a tool to study WMH distribution in both pathology and 
normal aging; moreover, it can provide an indirect clue regarding the 
WMH development; thus, the WPMs may serve as a prominent atlas of 
the age-related distribution of WMH. 
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